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The electron photon transport code ITS has many applications in the physics and
medical industries. The code was originally interned for use in determining particle
transport in thick materials. The code breaks down for very thin targets because the
multiple scattering approximation used to determine the electron deflection angles for
thin steps is inadequate. A method of correction has been developed by Tom Jordan
and Joseph Mack which combines a small angle approximation theory to the multiple
scattering and an explicit large angle treatment based on a Poisson distribution. This
method has been validated against several experiments with great success. The multiple
scattering theory of Moliere has also been incorporated into a correction scheme and
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Particle transport dates back to the days of Lord Rutherford when the scattering of
electrons through thin foils changed our view of the nature of matter. Today particle
transport through matter is itself an industry. From determining the radiation damage
effects on satellites in space to calculating the energy spectrum of medical x-ray ma-
chines, particle scattering is an important part of the science industry. In the past only
rigorous experimention provided scattering information for the scientist. Today with the
aid of high speed computers and a better understanding of the various particle inter-
actions, computational results can be easily obtained. Computer programs which model
the transport of particles through matter were developed around 1968. M. Berger and
S. Seltzer at the National Bureau of Standards developed the first general electron and
photon transport code called ETRAN. From 1970 to 1981 eleven codes based on the
ETRAN model were developed, and in 1984 eight of these codes were combined into
single code package called the Integrated Tiger Series (ITS). The eight codes differ in
dimensional geometry and two of the codes include transport in macroscopic electric and
magnetic fields [Ref. 1: p. 6].
Electron and photon transport computer codes such as ETRAN were originally de-
veloped to study the manner in which radiation scatters through thick materials.
Quantities such as energy deposition and angular deflection are calculated using various
Monte Carlo schemes. Such schemes are based on condensed case histories, that is. a
particle's energy, direction, and position are calculated at discrete intervals rather than
continuously as the particle traverses the medium. Probability distribution functions
based on this interval are then used to determine the state of the particle after each step.
This scheme has been very successful in the study of thick target particle transport.
Recently, these transport codes have been applied to very thin foils lor transition radi-
ation research. Discrepancies in the angular distribution of the transmitted electrons
resulted which indicate an apparent break-down in the code calculation of the multiple
scattering.
The multiple scattering distribution is based on a substep size which is calculated
from the particles radiation length and the target material density. Berger [Ref. 2: p. 143]
has pointed out three advantages for small step sizes, two of which affect the angular
distribution of the particles. If the step size is small, the majority of the scattering is
done within the material and boundary effects need only be calculated in the partial
substep at the escaping edge. The scattering in the partial substep will have a small
impact on the total angular deflection so that crude approximations to the multiple
scattering can be used for this region. The net angular deflection within a substep is so
minimal that multiple scattering theories with this restriction are applicable. For thick
materials where the number of collisions is large, these assumptions are valid. The ma-
jority of the scattering is done within the boundary of the material and the overall dis-
tribution is calculated in this region. The number of collisions in the final substep is so
small that their contribution to the overall angular distribution is minimal. However, for
very thin materials, where the thickness is less than the substep size, the entire scattering
distribution is determined from the crude approximation.
The number of collisions presents another problem in the calculation of the angle
deflection. Small angle approximate multiple scattering theories ignore the large angle
calculation because if the number of collisions is large the majority of the scattering will
be small angle scattering. For very thin materials the number of collisions can be so
small that an occasional large angle scatter can make a large contribution to the overall
angle distribution. It is therefore necessary to develop the large angle scattering dis-
tribution along with the small angle profile.
The Integrated Tiger Series of coupled photon and electron transport codes (ITS)
were originally developed for thick material transport. When the ITS code for cylindri-
cal geometry (CYLTRAN) was used for very thin free standing foils, the angular dis-
tribution of the transmitted electrons had broader Gaussian forms then that of the
available experimental data. The need for a correction to the multiple scattering dis-
tribution for very thin materials existed, and several methods of solution were consid-
ered.
The best method of correction would be an explicit treatment of the scattering based
on the screened Rutherford cross section whereby each electron collision deflection angle
is calculated as the particle is stepped through the material. Although this method
would give very accurate results the time inefficiency makes it impractical for computer
programing. Any other treatment would require a theory of multiple scattering to de-
termine the angular distribution. The five principle works on the subject are by Williams
[Ref. 3], Goudsmit-Saunderson [Ref. 4], Moliere [Ref. 5], Synder-Scott [Ref. 6], and
Lewis [Ref. 7]. The theories at a glance seem as diverse as the random processes
themselves: however, in the limit of small angles they are essentially the same. A brief
history of the evolution of these theories will serve to amplify this point.
When charged particles are incident on a slab, the distribution of the scattered par-
ticles is described by the well-known Boltzman integro-differential equation. Bothe [Ref.
8: p. 11] showed that in the limit of small angles, this equation transforms into a
Fokker-Planck type differential equation. Although his own theory of multiple scatter-
ing was flawed with inexact boundary conditions and approximations, the Bothe-
Fokker-Planck general form for the distribution would become the standard form for all
small angle approximation theories which would follow.
Williams was the first to utilize the Fokker-Planck equation successfully. Although
his expression for the angular deflection showed agreement with the experimental data
of the time, his theory would be overshadowed by the historic Goudsmit-Saunderson
theory which was published one year later. The Goudsmit-Saunderson theory was an
exact treatment based on a Legendre polynominal expansion and was valid for all angles.
The theory was exact except for the assumption of equal path lengths.
Almost a decade followed before another theory of multiple scattering was pub-
lished, and that was the theory of Moliere. Moliere used small angle approximations to
transform the standard transport equation into a form which resembled diffusion. He
then expanded the resulting expression in terms of an iteration constant to evaluate the
distribution. The Moliere theory showed great agreement with experimental data, es-
pecially for thin materials, and is the standard theoretical comparison for all scattering
experiments today. Another small angle approximation shortly followed by Synder-
Scott which effectively derived the Moliere integral equation from a standard diffusion
equation. A year later Lewis showed that the integro-differential equation for small
angles conformed to the Synder-Scott expression. Finally Xigam. Saunderson, and Ya-
You Wu [Ref. 9: p. 1092] showed the equivalence of the Moliere and the Goudsmit-
Saunderson theory in the limit of small angles.
In the present paper, we are concerned with scattering in very thin materials, where
the scattering angles are small. Therefore the small angle approximation theories of
Williams and Moliere are appropriate. Even with the best possible multiple scattering
theory, the question of large angle deflections still remains. With very thin materials the
number of collisions is so small that the occasional large angle scatter makes a signif-
icant contribution and cannot be icnored.
A method of solution has been developed by Thomas Jordan and Joseph Mack
which combines the small angle theory of Williams and an explicit treatment of the large
angle scattering. Chapter two will outline the theories of Williams, Goudsmit-
Saunderson. and Moliere. Chapters three and four will describe the multiple scattering





The particle scattering theory by E.J. Williams was the first theory' to properly use
the Fokker-Planck equation. As pointed out by Bothe [Ref. 8: p. 164] a particular sol-
ution to the Fokker-Planck equation for multiple scattering has a Gaussian form.
Williams states the same relation with reference to the general theory of errors. The
difference between Bothe and Williams is that Williams limited the scattering angle to a
finite value. In addition Williams set the cosine of the scattering angle equal to unity,
whereas Bothe kept the cosine term in his solution of the scattering cross section.
To determine the multiple scattering distribution function Williams defined a limit-
ing angle (/>, such that on the average the particle would deflect once through an angle
greater than 0, while traversing the material. This can be written by setting the number
of collisions in the back region equal to unity:
P[<t>)ii(j) = 1 (3.i;
where P{<£>) is the collision cross section. Since virtually all the scattering is dene at an
angle less then <j)
1
an approximation to the total distribution can be found by considering
the deflections in this region. Williams showed that from the general theory of errors.
the probability of scattering into an angle a, . of a particle due to collisions which are less






where o.\ is the arithemetic mean value of a! and is given by:
4> P(J)) d(j) (3.3)
This general form of the theory is a good approximation to the multiple scattering;
however, when Williams derived it he used the unscreened Rutherford cross section with
the small angle approximations 2sin\ 'id - , and cos Vzd ~- 1 which resulted in:
pm= ArX'zV 3 (3.4)
where X is the number of scattering atoms, t is the thickness of the scatterer. Z is the
charge of the particle. M is the mass of the particle, fi = (v/c), and c = ( v 1 - fi : )~ ! . In
addition, he further modified ~5.] by an approximation to take into account the screening
of the atomic electrons. To graph his distribution Williams defined a unit of angle which
would become the "natural" angle for several papers on multiple scattering. The angle
is eiven by:
XrZe 2
Mc 2 (]2 Z
(3.5)
Originally. Williams was concerned with thick targets, fast particles, and unit charges.
In his second paper he modified a\ to avoid second-order approximations he used in the
original derivation. This modification extended his theory to thinner targets (0.01 cm).
B. GOUDSMIT-SAUNDERSON
The multiple scattering theory o[ Goudsmit-Saunderson is often quoted as an "ex-
act" theory and in the development of the most general form of the theory no assump-
tions or approximations are used. However, in the derivation of the collision cross
section an assumption of small angles and equal path lengths is asserted such that the
resulting distribution is a small angle approximation. The theory is founded in the basic
Legendre polynomial property that the average value o[ any polynomial after n events
is equal to the average value of the polynomials after one event to the n' power:
< Pn ( cos 6) >av = < P,( cos 6>) >
n
a , (3.6)
where 6 is the final scattered angle after several collisions, and 6.
:
is the scattered angle
after one collision. The total average of any Legendre polynomial can be written as:
CO




The scattering distribution is then given by summing all these averages per unit solid
angle:
A0) =
-^Jj 2l+l)GM cos0) (3.8)
The collision probability can be represented by a Poisson distribution which has func-
tional dependence on the total collision cross section p , and the thickness of the
scatterer t:
—o n
11 (n) = ;— ;u = no A t (3.9)
This expression would be exact if the true path length were equal to the foil thickness,
and for small deflections this assumption is quite valid.
The evaluation of the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory has been developed extensively
by Spenser [Ref. 10] and Berger [Ref. 2: p. 207]. The Goudsmit-Saunderson multiple
scattering distribution is civen bv Berger as
1=0
The expansion coefficients G, are given by:
G/s') ds' P
t{ COS O)) (3.10)
G
{
= 2nN a(0){\ - P
{(
cos 6)} sin 6 d6 (3.11
where o(0) is the screened Rutherford cross section which has the form:
a(6) = -—r-
-7-2 4Z e
p v (1 - cos + 2r,r
(3.12)
'/= y*Xa (3.13)
The constant yl is Moliere's screening angle and is given by equation (3.21). To solve
equation (3.10), recursion relations are developed so that a large number of expansion
coefficients can be calculated. Berger [Ref. 2: p. 213] shows that a convenient form of
the distribution for random sampling can be found by replacing the Legendre
polynomials P,{ cos co) by the relation:
H[{ cos co) = Pfr)dx (3.14)
with the recursion relations:
Hn = 1 — cos co
7/j = ^(l — cos'co)
(/ + 1 )H
;




This method of solution to the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory is used in the IIS code
system for the multiple scattering within the material.
C. MOLIERE
Moliere takes a different approach in that he explicitly starts his theory with the
assumption that all scattering angles are small, such that the standard transport




-Nf{d,i) o(y)y<iy + X\j{6p,i)o(x)dX (3.18)




= 6 — y, is a vector representing the direction of the electron before the last
scatter. <iX = y d,< </</>/ 2- . and /(tf. f) is the scattering angular distribution. A Fourier
(Bessel) transformation which is given in great detail in Bethe's paper produces the an-
gular distribution function of the form:
J[e, i) = n dnJ {nQ) x exp [ -Si a{x)x dx{\ - J {ny)}~\ (3.19)
"0
where /„(?/#) and J (>iy) are bessel functions of the zeroth order. Moliere takes the theory
a step further by transforming his equation into an expression which depends on two
angles y] and y].
The transformed Moliere multiple scattering distribution function then takes the fol-
lowing form:
j[B)0 dd = / d). y dyJ {/.y ) exp [








The first angle is the screening angle, y 2 , which describes the scattering atom and is










In Moliere's original paper, he used the Thomas- Fermi potential for the single scattering
law. Since this form does not contain the Born approximation only elastic collisions
against the Coulomb field of the nucleus was considered. Fano [Ref. 1 1: p. 1 17] showed
that the correction due to the inelastic collision with atomic electrons consisted of re-
placing Z2 by Z(Z+ 1) and adding an additional term to Moliere's constant b:
b = ln( ~=^~ f + (Z + I)
-1





where c. is an integral over an incoherent scattering function whose value is about -5.0.
Berger [Ref. 2: p. 207]. extrapolates this constant for several materials which are shown
in Figure 1 on page 10.
The second angle is a unit probability angle. y 2c . which is a measure of the foil
thickness and states that the total probability of a single scatter at an angle greater than
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rigure 1. Cf vs Z (Atomic Number): I'ano's correction constant, c, \crses
atomic number. Values have been cxtrapolutcJ liom Berber's book,
[Rcl\ 2: p. 207].
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This "natural" unit of angle was first determined by Williams in his theory of multiple






To solve the transformed equation Moliere then defines an iteration constant Bm and
expands the integral in terms of a power series in \;Bm :
Bm = b + lnBm (3.24)
M)0 d6 = I dc[f{z) + B~Y (c) + B;:f{c) + ... ] (3.25)
where
(3.20)
Moliere 's theory is valid for small angles less than thirty degrees [Ref. 12: p. 1256]. His
theory can be extended to larger angles by the introduction of a multiplication factor.
,,/sin 0/0 , into the overall angular function as suggested by Bethe [Ref. 12: p. 1263].
The first order approximation to the Moliere angular distribution with the correction
just mentioned has the foliowine form:
,o j sin
--f— «07\
This represents the Gaussian term for multiple scattering. Higher order terms are
somewhat more difficult to calculate and impractical to program. Bethe indicates that
when the scattering is less than two degrees, the second term/
,
represents a ten percent
correction to the Gaussian first term. [Ref. 12: p. 1260]
Since we are concerned with only very thin distances where the scattering is mostly




The ITS code CYLTRAN is the transport code for cylindrical geometry. A com-
plete description of the code system is provided in Appendix B. CYLTRAN uses two
methods for determining the multiple scattering distribution of the electrons. When the
scattering is done within the material, and within a full substep interval, a subroutine
named "MULT" is called to calculate the scattered angle of the electron. Subroutine
MULT uses the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory to determine the scattering distribution.
For scattering in the final partial substep at the escaping edge of the material, a sub-
routine named "ANGLE" is called. ANGLE uses a crude approximation to the multiple
scattering which is described in detail in Appendix C. Both methods hinge around the








where D^hgh ls ^ie niean free path of the incident electron (g cm 2 ), ISUB is the number
of substeps per interval, and p is the material density. The scattered angle of the incident
electron is then calculated after each substep from the Goudsmit-Saunderson distrib-
ution. In a cross section generating program XGEN, the average cosines based on the
same substep size given in the equation above, are calculated and stored in an output
file. CLYTRAN reads in these stored cosine averages. In a subroutine named MULT
the angle distribution is formed using up to 240 Legendre polynominals with the cosine
averages. Scattered angles are then drawn from the distribution for each incident
electron after each substep. This process works fine until the final substep at the mate-
rial boundary where the distance from the last full substep to the escaping edge is less
than the substep size. In this region the cosine averages calculated by XGEN are no
longer valid and the Goudsmit-Saunderson distribution can not be used. To determine
the scattering angle distribution a crude approximation to the multiple scattering is used.
The approximation is made in a subroutine called ANGLE. ANGLE is called whenever
the distance from the last lull substep to the escaping edge is less than the substep size.
12






where a is calculated from the relation:
(1 - < cos# > SHDDsubsiep
(4.3)
The average cosines are given by the program XGEX, and SHD is the distance from the
last full substep to the escaping edge. For thick foils this approximation is reasonable
because it has very little effect on the total distribution which is calculated from several
Goudsmit-Saunderson calculations within the material. For very thin foils where the
thickness is less then the step size, the entire angular distribution is determined by this
crude approximation. It is therefore necessary to develop a better approximation to the
multiple scattering in the final partial substep.
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IV. THE JORDAN-MACK CORRECTION
A correction to the multiple scattering distribution which uses the Williams small
angle approximation theory and an explicit treatment of large angle scattering has been
developed by Thomas Jordan and Joseph Mack. The major difference between the
Jordan and Williams solution is that Jordan uses the Goudsmit-Saunderson expression
for the screened Rutherford cross section whereas Williams used the original Rutherford
cross section. The Goudsmit-Saunderson expression is given by:
,
2ne
AZ 2 sin 6 dB ( , .,do = — — (5.1)
p-\ (i -cos0+ y2 e\y
where 6] is Moliere's screening angle yl The mean square angle for single scattering is







where 6m is defined as the maximum angle such that the probability of a scatter greater
than 8m is exactly one. Zerby and Keller [Ref. 13: p. 202] state the same relation in their
discussion of Moliere's theory, where they assert that the scattering angle must be re-
stricted to exclude large angles for which Moliere's theory breaks down. To accomplish
this, they suggest choosing an angle dm such that on the average one large scatter will
occur in an angle larger than Bm . This method was first derived by Williams almost 27
years earlier. The small angle approximation is then assumed in the form:
#
2
= 2(1 -cos0) (5.3)
and the resulting mean square angle is given by:
o/ = 2A7 (1 - cos 6) do (5.4)
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Equation (5.4) can easily be integrated into the following form:
CO XclXd-teXd- i] (5.5)
where y}d = ;//0 — t*m + v), I- 1 ,* = c°-s 9m • a^d >i = ViB\= \iy 2c . See Appendix B for the
complete proof. The term (1 — fx + rf) can be found from the condition that one scatter
will occur in the back recion:
da= 1 (5.6)






L Xc + n
(5.7)
With the mean square angle completely determined, the Gaussian form of the distrib-
ution is known:
foce' (5.8)
To extend this relation to larger angles the multiplication factor x, sin djd as suggested
by Bethe [Ref. 12: p. 1263] for Moliere's theory can also be incorporated into the previ-





For a given electron scatter through a material distance t. the small angle deflection can
be determined from the distribution function F(6) : however, the large angle deflection
must also be determined. To accomplish this, a Poisson distribution function is con-




where m is the probability of a single event. Since the expected number of collisions in
the back region, [6 > 6J has been set to unity, the probability of a single event is equal
to one, (i.e. m= 1). A random number can then be drawn and the probability of each
15
individual large angle scatter subtracted from it until the remaining probability is less
than or equal to zero. For each large angle scatter an explicit random angle determi-
nation is done based on the collision cross section. The Poisson distribution can only
be used when the scattering probability is small and constant as in the case of very thin
foils. If the foil is too thick or the energy of the incident electron is too small, then the
probability of large angle scattering will increase and Poisson statistics will not properly
described the distribution.
Thus the multiple scattering has been decoupled into small and large angle scatter-
ing. This technique hinges around the angle parameter B r , . the maximum angle for
which one large scatter will occur at an angle greater than 6 m . In the case of ultra thin
foils or very high energy electrons it may not be possible to have a large angle scatter.
In this case cos Bm turns out to be greater than one! Therefore it is necessary to calculate
the angle deflection by the explicit Poisson treatment for all collisions within a step size.
For this case the probability of a single event m is equal to the total collision cross sec-
tion integrated over all ansles:
m= Nil do (5.11)
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V. RESULTS
The Moliere and Jordan-Mack correction schemes were programed into the ITS
code CYLTRAN by inserting a call statement in subroutine ANGLE. This statement
calls a new subroutine ANGDET (AN'Gle DETermine) which contains the correction
schemes. When the distance from the last full substep to the escaping edge is less than
the substep size, ANGLE is called by the main program and ANGDET is called by
ANGLE. The fortran source code for both corrections is given in Appendix C. along
with the existing ANGLE subroutine code. The input parameters to CYLTRAN for
each run where similar to the example input file given in Appendix B. The number of
histories for each run was 100,000. The statistics for each run were calculated based on
ten batches.
The problem of validating and comparing the existing CYLTRAN code with the two
correction schemes was difficult due to the lack of sufficient experimental data for scat-
tering through very thin foils. Originally only the historic results of Hanson [Ref. 14:
p. 634] were considered. In this experiment Hanson used a 18.66 mg cm2
(9.67 x :/10_4cm) gold foil with 15.77 YleV electrons. Figure 2 on page 18 shows the
CLYTRXN solution along with the Hanson data. The substep size for 15.77 YleV
electrons in gold is 32.US mg cm2 (1.71 x 10_3cm) so that the Hanson foil is smaller then
the interval substep. Therefore, the entire distribution is calculated in the subroutine
ANGLE by the crude approximation. From Figure 2 on page 18 it is shown that this
approximation gives a much wider Gaussian width then the experimental data.
Figure 3 on page 19 and Figure 4 on page 20 show the corresponding Jordan-Mack and
Moliere methods of correction with the Hanson data. Both correction methods show
an overall improvement in the angular distribution. It is of no consequence that the two
solutions give similar results because they both consist of small angle approximate
Gaussian forms. It will be shown later that there are regions where these methods of
correction give different results.
The next step was to compare these two correction methods with experimental data
of different energies and materials. Only two other experiments for very thin foils could
be found, and they were the papers of Kageyama and Mozley. [Ref. 15: p. 348 and. 16:
p. 647] The Kageyama experiment was for 1.66 YleV electrons through both copper and



























Figure 2. CYLTRAN Solution with Hanson's data for Gold: Angular Spectrum
of transmitted electrons for 15.77 MeV incident electrons through a
IS. 66 mg cm 2 gold foil.
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Figure Jordan-Mack Solution >vith Hanson's data for Gold: Angular Spec-
trum of transmitted electrons for 15.77 MeV incident electrons through
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Figure -4. Moliere's Solution ^\\ ith Hanson's data for Gold: Angular Spectrum
of transmitted electrons for 15.77 MeV incident electrons through a
IS. 66 ni2 cm : sold foil.
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number of collisions and a broader Gaussian distribution resulted. The foil thicknesses
were 6.3 mg.'cm2 (7.05 x 10-4cm) and 6.2 nig cm2 (5.40 x 10-4cm) respectfully. The cor-
responding substep sizes were 14.67 mg cm2 (1.64 x 10_3cm) and 8.96 mg'cm2
(7.86 x I0~dcm). Therefore, the copper foil is thicker then the substep size and is seg-
mented into three substeps. In the first two full substeps, the multiple scattering dis-
tribution is calculated by the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory. The third substep is less
than the substep size so that the deflection angles are calculated by the approximation
in the subroutine ANGLE. On the other hand, the thickness of the lead foil is less then
the substep size so that only the ANGLE subroutine is used for the scattering distrib-
ution. Eigure 5 on page 22 shows the CYLTRAN solution for the copper case, and
again the distribution is much broader than the experimental data. The Jordan-Mack
method (Eigure 6 on page 23) , does not show exact agreement as in the Hanson case;
however, it does show an overall correction. For this case, the Moliere model
(Eigure 7 on page 24} showed the closest agreement to the data.
The lead foil solutions, (Figure 8 on page 25 thru Figure 10 on page 27) show the
same trend. The CYLTRAN solution is always broader then the experimental data and
for low energies, the Moliere method is better than the Jordan-Mack technique.
On the other end of the energy spectrum, the Mozley experiment was at a much
higher energy. 600 MeV. and consisted of scattering through very thin aluminum foils
(2.44 mg cm2 . 9.0 x i0~acm). For this case the substep size is equal to 3.99 gem 2
(1.4S x KHcm) , so that the foil thickness is much less than the the substep size. At such
high energies (600 MeV). the scattering is in the forward direction and not much greater
than 0.02 degrees. This makes it very difficult to resolve the scattering and tally the
electrons into such small angle bins. Therefore the curves appear crude. Even with
double precision, only a bin width of 0.025 degrees was allowed before floating point
underflow errors resulted. In spite of these computational problems, the general trends
in the solutions can still be seen. In Figure 11 on page 28 the CLYTRAN solution is
given for this case, and the poor agreement to experimental data is clearly shown. The
Jordan-Mack solution (Figure 12 on page 29) shows great agreement with the data and
is superior to the Moliere case (Figure 13 on page 30).
With the JM solution verified over a range of energies and materials, the research
effort appeared to be winding down, until something unexpected resulted! When the half
width values for several gold foil thickness calculations were plotted for both the
CYLTRAN and the JM solutions, a periodic "saw-tooth" pattern resulted (Figure 14
























Figure 5. CYLTRAN Solution a\ it li kagevania's data for Copper: Angular
Spectrum of transmitted electrons for 1.66 MeV incident electrons
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Figure 6. Jordan-Mack's Solution with Kage\ama's data for Copper: Angular
Spectrum of transmitted electrons for 1.66 MeV incident electrons
















Figure 7. Moliere's Solution with Kageyama's data for Copper: Angular Spec-
trum of transmitted electrons for 1.06 MeV incident electrons through a



















Figure 8. CYLTRAN Solution with Kageyama's data for Lead: Angular Spec-
trum of transmitted electrons for 1.66 MeV incident electrons through a
6.2 mc cm; lead foil.
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Figure 9. Jordan-Mack's Solution with Kagevama's data for Lead: Angular
Spectrum of transmitted electrons
through a 0.2 mg cm: lead foil.




















Figure 10. Moliere/s Solution >> itli Kageyama's data for Lead: Angular Spec-
trum of transmitted electrons for 1.66 MeV incident electrons through






























Figure 11. CYLTRAN Solution >\ith Mozley's data for Aluminum: Angular
Spectrum of transmitted electrons for 600 MeV incident electrons
through a 2.44 mc cm2 aluminum foil.
->s
Figure 12. Jordan-Mack's Solution with Mozley's data for Aluminum: Angular
Spectrum of transmitted electrons for 600 MeY incident electrons
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Figure 13. Moliere's Solution with Mozley's data lor Aluminum: Angular Spec-
trum of transmitted electrons for 600 MeV incident electrons through
a 2.44 me cm2 aluminum foil.
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pattern make sense. In the original ITS code, the angular distribution within a full
substep is calculated by the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory. If the distance between the
last full substep and the escaping edge is less than the substep length, the subroutine
ANGLE is called to calculated the distribution for the region using the crude approxi-
mation. As shown in the theory section, this approximation is dependent on the dis-
tance between the last substep boundary and the escaping edge. The larger this distance
is, the larger the error in the approximation will be. However, if the foil thickness is
exactly equal to the substep size, or a multiple of this size, the entire distribution will
be calculated by the Goudsmit-Saunderson theory and the subroutine ANGLE will
never be called. The effect is such that the error from the approximation grows until the
distance between the last substep and the edge is equal to a substep and then the sol-
ution "corrects" itself by a Goudsmit-Saunderson calculation. With this explanation, a
better understanding of the subroutine ANGLE is given. For the existing ITS material
interface approximation there is a strong dependence on the foil thickness. On the other
hand, the Jordan- Mack method shows very little dependence on this distance parameter
SHD. For very thick foils the error of approximation at the escaping edge is a small
fraction of the total distribution which has already been established by the multiple
substep GS calculations within the material. A semi-log plot shows this graphically
(Figure 15 on page 33).
An interesting result of the Jordan-Mack solution is the apparent evaluation of
Moliere's iteration Bm . Upon comparison of the two forms of the Gaussian distribution,
(equations (3.27) and (5.9)), a Jordan-Mack constant can be formed and is given by:
Bjm = Xd~ Hxl) - 1
Comparisons of B^ and B „. are shown in Figure 16 on page 34 and Figure 17 on page
35. In Figure 16 the energy is held constant at 15.77 MeV. while the foil thickness is
varied from 10 microns to one meter. This figure shows the region where the Jordan-
Mack solution and the Moliere theory give similar results. At around eight centimeters
B,m becomes constant whereas Bn still increases. Since the thickness of the final partial
substep is usually much less than a centimeter this region is of little concern. Figure 17
on page 35 however does contain an important result. In Figure 17 on page 35, the foil
thickness is held constant and the incident electron energy is varied from one electron
volt to several MeV. Again there is a region where the two theories are similar. At
around 0.5 MeV the two iterative constants level off. but for energies less than this, the
31
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Figure 14. Half Widths (CYLTRAN with Jordan-Mack; Linear): The input

































Figure 15. Half Widths (CYLTRAN with Jordan-Mac!;: Semi-Log): The input
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Figure lb. Iterative Constant Comparison (Moliere with Jordan-Mack): I he
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Figure 17. Iterative Constant Comparison (Moliere v\ith Jordan-Mack): The
input parameters were for a 18.66 mg cm2 gold foil with incident
electrons of varvine enerav.
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two curves diverge. Recall that this iterative constant B is a measure of the Gaussian
width of the scattered distribution. Since B is in the denominator of the exponential,
when B increases the width of the distribution increases. Physically, when the incident
electron energies arc low the number of collisions should increase and the Gaussian
width of the distribution should increase. Therefore the value of B should increase as
the energy decreases. The Jordan-Mack solution appears to break down at energies less
than 0.5 MeV. To investigate this problem a "stand-alone" fortran program named
JORDAN was utilized. JORDAN is simply a bin tally program which uses the
Jordan-Mack correction scheme to form the cumulative distribution function from
which the incident electron angle deflections are drawn. In addition to the standard
transmitted electron distribution, program JORDAN gives the distributions of both the
small and large angle scattering. The program is given in Appendix D. With the
"stand-alone" program several problem runs could be quickly conducted at many differ-
ent energies. The results of those runs are given in graphical form in Appendix F. For
the small angle distribution a discontinuity developed at energies less than 0.5 MeV at
an angle of 105 degrees. At 0.01 MeV this discontinutity grows into a major peak. In
this case the small angle distribution has been extended far beyond it's region of validity.
We must remember that small angle approximations were used in the developement of
the distribution equations.
The large angle distributions for the related energies show the same pattern. For
energies less than 0.5 MeV the discontinutity at 105 degrees becomes large. One expla-
nation is that the large angle scattering in the Jordan-Mack correction is based on a
Possion distribution which requires the probability of a single event to be very small.
As the energy decreases, the number of large angle scatters becomes large and Poisson
statistics arc not applicable.
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VI. REMARKS
This study looks only at the angular distribution of the transmitted electrons. Al-
though the energy deposition for very thin foils is small, this aspect of the code and the
correction should be investigated. Another of area of interest which needs elaboration
is the apparent discontinuity in the small and large angle distributions at energies below
0.5 MeV. The problem occurs at 105 degrees and is not Z dependent (See Appendix E).
Finally, all the comparisons for this study were calculated using ITS version 2.0. An
updated version 2.1 has recently been installed at the Naval Post Graduate School. Trial
runs have shown the same problems in regard to very thin foils. Version 2.1 contains a




The existing CLYTRAN code approximation for the multiple scattering in very thin
materials is inadequate when the thickness of the foil is less then three substep intervals.
The Jordan-Mack correction shows an improvement over a wide range of energies and
materials. The Jordan-Mack scheme does however break down for very thin materials
when the energy of the incident electron beam is less than 0.5 MeV. For moderate en-
ergies the Jordan-Mack method gives better results then the Moliere first term approxi-
mation. Of course if more Moliere terms were used this difference would be minor. In
addition, is was shown that although the large angle scattering distribution makes a
small contribution, it should not be ignored for moderate energies. Future versions of
the ITS code system should include a correction to the multiple scattering for very thin
materials. Finally, the range of applicability must be determined and documented with
the final version.
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APPENDIX A. ITS OVERVIEW
The Integrated Tiger Series of Electron Photon Transport codes (ITS) is the most widely
used particle transport code in the world. The code package was developed to incorpo-
rate eight individual codes which were developed over the period from 1968 to 1981.
All the codes are based on the original ETRAX model developed by M. Berger and S.
Seltzer. The ITS code system consists of four primary code packages [Ref. 1: p. 9]:
XDATA: The electron and photon cross section data file.
XGEX: The cross section generation program.
ITS: The Monte Carlo program file.
UPEML: A machine portable update emulator.
The heart of the ITS is the program library file ITS. which contains the eight Monte
Carlo programs plus system directives for the CRAY, IBM. VAX. and CDC operating
systems. The update emulator program UPEML creates the various Monte Carlo codes
for a given system with any corrections to those codes that may be desired. The output
fortran source code from UPEML is then compiled and stored as an executable module.
Program XGEX generates the problem specific cross section data tape using file
XDATA for referenced inputs and a user defined input file. The Monte Carlo codes
then read in the cross section tape and process the user defined problem.
One of the eight ITS codes is CYLTRAX. which simulates the transport of particle
trajectories through a three-dimensional multimaterial cylinder. For this project only the
CYLTRAX code was required. As an ITS user the following steps were required to
execute an ITS run
1. Create the specific ITS code CYLTRAX with the required correction schemes.
2. Generate a cross section tape based on the different type of materials contained in
the cylindrical geometry of a problem.
3. Create an input file which list all the input parameters required to calculate desired
outputs.
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4. Submit the input file and the generated cross section tape to the ITS Monte Cailo
codes to execute a run.
Table 1 is a sample input file to generate the cross section tape for the materials in a
cylindrical geometry. Each material line represents a different medium in the cylinder.
Percentages of each material in a compound and its density must be specified. Single
element lines such as Cu, has its density stored in ITS and is automatically used for the
simulation when needed.




16 MeV Cross Section lor Au foil
Once a cross section tape is generated, an input file with the parameters design for
a particular simulation must be created. Table 2 on page 41 is a sample input file to
execute an ITS run. The keywords at the beginning of each line are relatively self-
explanatory. However, a few keywords and their numerical parameters require some
explanation to fully understand their importance. These few keywords and their expla-
nation are listed [Ref 1: pp. 21-2?]:
Geometry This keyword sets up the cylindrical geometry o[ the problem into input
zones, where in this case there are seven input zones. Each line of numerical
parameters following the keyword describes the dimensions of each zone.
Electron/Photon-Escape This keyword tallies the number of incident electrons and
photons that escapes the cylindrical geometry, either latterally or transmit-
ted through.
NBINE tallies the escapeJ electron photons in specified energy bins.
NBINT tallies them in angular bins.
Electron/Photon-Flux This keyword tallies the energy deposition of electrons and
photons in the subzones described in the keyword geometry.
Histories This keyword represents the number of primary7 particle histories to follow
as it transport through each medium in the cylinder.
Table 2. SAMPLE OF AN INPUT FILE TO EXECUTE ITS
Echo 1
TITLE




Position 0.0 0.0 0.0
Direction 0.0 0.0
Geometry 1
0.000 0.00096684 0.00 10.000 10 11
Electron-Escape
NBINT 24 User
0.5 1. 1.5 2. 2.5 3. 3.5 4. 4.5 6. 6.5 7.





APPENDIX 13. JORDAN-MACK EQUATIONS
The Jordan-Mack correction to the multiple scattering for very thin foils is based
on a Williams Gaussian distribution. To determine the mean square angle, the screened
Rutherford cross section with Moliere's screening angle are combined and integrated
over the forward reeion:
co r




p v (1 - cos 6 + ;/)'
d{ cos 6) (5.21
where ?/ = Vi6\ is one half the value of Moliere's screening angle and the small angle
approximation of 2 = 2(1 — cos 6) has been used. The constants in this integral form
the Moliere unit probability angle, and with the substitutions li = cos dAfim = cos 6m , this
equation simplifies into a form which is easy to integrate:
f*u„.
co =- x c





1 — u. + n) (I - At + '/)'
dp [B.A\
co =-X c ln(;/)-ln(l - fim + >/)
1 - Pm + »/
(B.A)
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This expression can further be simplified by the introduction of the constant y]\
2
y.d
1 - Vm + '/
u
2





which is the form given in the theory section. To evaluate the "argument" (1 — //,„ + ?/),
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- dn = 1 (5.8;
Rearranging vields:
- KXt








APPENDIX C. FORTRAN SUBROUTINES
A. ANGLE SUBROUTINE
In the existing ITS code CYLTRAX. the multiple scattering distribution near the
escaping boundary is calculated in a subroutine called ANGLE. As described in the
theory section, this subroutine uses a Williams-type Gaussian approximation. In a
subroutine called XINPUT, the GS average cosines with the corresponding D ranges are
read from the cross section tape and stored in the variable names COSAV and DRG.
In the subroutine XPREP the variable name COSAV is transformed into a proportion-
ality constant by the following code:
DRGS(N,J) = BRG('N,J)/ISUB
C0SAV(N,J) = ( CONE-COSAV(N,J))/DRGS(N,J)XPREP
where ISUB is the number of substeps and CONE is the constant one. Since the D
ranges are in units of Mg cm 1 this proportionality constant is then multiplied by the
density in a subroutine called PREP so that the COSAV values are ready for the AN-
GLE subroutine. The crude approximation is done in only nine lines of code. When the
proportionality terms COSAV are multiplied by the distance to the edge boundary.
SMD. the resulting term represents an approximation to the average cosine of the de-
flection angle for that specific distance:
ALF = COSAV(NT,MT)*SHD
RA = RAN(IRAN)







the constants CONE. CTWO. C1EM2, and CSS are the values 1.0, 2.0, 0.002. and 88.0
respectively.
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The expression lor the cosine of the deflected angle COM is derived from the Williams













( 1 - COM)
ALF
(C.2)
B. ANGDET SUBROUTINE (JORDAN-MACK METHOD)
For the Jordan-Mack correction scheme a subroutine called ANGDET was devel-
oped to be called from the ITS subroutine ANGLE. All the previous coding just de-
scribed for the crude approximation was deleted by the following code:
•'••DELETE ANGLE . XX -XX
The call statement is then placed in the subroutine ANGLE with the patch subroutine
ANGDET placed at the end of ANGLE:
••'•'INSERT ANGLE. 99
COMMON/TEMP /J SUB , LMAT( INMT) ,MPAIR,MTAX( 15 ) .NTAB ,WT( INEM , INMT)
,
1ATV( INEM , INMT; . ZE( INEM , INMT)
-••INSERT ANGLE. 120
C
C ANGLE DETERMINATION PATCH C
C
CALL ANGDETCCOM,SHD,T,RHO(MT) ,ZE( 1,MT) ,ATV( 1,MT))
C
C END CF PATCH C
-•'•"INSERT ANGLE. 190
SUBROUTINE ANGDET( COM , SHD , E , RHO , 2 , A
)
DOUBLE PRECISION COM.STK ,CTH,SPH,CPH ,ETA ,FST.HST, AST,
1 B ST , XMP , P 1 , THE 2 , TARG , SARG , THE , ROT , PEXP , ALXMP , POFN
DOUBLE PRECISION R ,RX ,RF , RARG , ARG , COSMAX , POF , POFZ ,XTON
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED,IRAN
COMMON /VAXRAN/ IRAN
DIMENSION R0T( 3 , 3 ) , R( 3 ,
3
) ,RX( 3 , 3
)
DATA PI, RZER0,EMZER0, ALPHA, AVA/3. 1415926536000,0.281751
1,0. 511,137. 0371,0. 6025/
RAN(DSEEDJ=GGUBFS(DSEED)





Z3= Z"-'"v . 333333
ETA = . 5*(B21/B2)*(Z3/(.885*ALPHA))**2
1 '"-(1.13 + 3. 76*(Z/ALPHA)**2/B2)
FST = 2. *PI*RZER0**2 *Z*(Z+1) *B21/(B2*B2)
1 *(AVA/A)*SHD*RHO
Determination of the Integral Values:
HST = l.+ETA
AST = 1. /(HST+1. 0)
RARG = 1. /FST + l./(2.+ETA)
ARG = 1. /RARG
COSMAX = HST - ARG
COSMAX is the maximum angle such that one large angle scatter will
occur in the back region.
144 IF (COSMAX. LT. 1. ) GOTO 10
When COSMAX is greater than one, a large angle scatter is not
possible so that an explicit angle determination must be carried out.
COSMAX = 1.0





When a large angle scatter is possible, the small angle portion
is determined first using the Jordan-Mack small angle
approximation equation:
10 XMP = 1.
BST = 1. /FST
PI = FST*(DL0G(ARG/ETA)-1. + ETA*RARG)
THE 2= 2 -'•- PI
TARG = 1. -DEXP(-PI*PI/THE2)
The multiplication term SQRT(SIN(THETA)/THETA) as suggested by
Bethe is samplied using a rejection technique:




IF (THE.GT. l.E-6) REJECT=DSQRT( STH/THE)
IF (RAN( IRAN). GT. REJECT) GOTO 1000
C0M=DC0S(THE)
Initialization of arrays for the large angle portion:












ROT( 1 ,3) = STH




A random value is drawn from which the probability of each large
angle scatter will be subtracted. If this random value is less
than the the possion distributed value for one deflection, no




IF(P0FN. LE. POFZ) GOTO 7777
The random walk on the possion distribution is then carried out:
1.D00/(AST+BST*RF)))
POFN = POFN - POFZ
DO 2000 N=l,500
RF=RAN(IRAN)
CPH = DMINKCOSMAX ,DMAX1(-1.D00,HST
SPH = DSQRT(1. -CPH-•-CPH)




, 1) = CPH*CTH
R(2
, 1) = CPH- STH
R(3
, 1) = -SPH
R(l.,2) = -STH
R(2 ,2) = CTH
R(3,,2) = 0.
R(l ,3) = SPH*CTH
















The probability of another large angle scatter is then calculated:
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XTON = XTON + ALXMP -ALOG(FLOAT(N)
)
PDF = DEXP(PEXP+XTON)
POFN = POFN - POF




C. ANGDET SUBROUTINE (MOLIERE METHOD)
The Moliere approximation was programed into CYLTRAN in a similar mannor.
The same delete and inserts for the subroutine ANGLE that were used for the Jordan-
Mack method were used for the Moliere update.
'INSERT ANGLE. 190
SUBROUTINE ANGDET ( COM , SHD , E , RHO , Z , A
)
DOUBLE PRECISION COM ,STH,CTH , SPH.CPH ,ETA,FST,HST, AST,
1 B ST , XMP , PI ,THE2 , TARG , SARG , THE , ROT , PEXP , ALXMF , POFN
DOUBLE PRECISION R, RX,RF, RARG, ARG, COSMAX, POF ,P0FZ , XTON
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED, IRAN , CI ,C2 ,BK,B , REJECT
DOUBLE PRECISION CF ,C3 , Al , A2 , A3
DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHA,B2,Z
COMMON /VAXRAN/ IRAN
DATA PI, RZERO,EMZERO, ALPHA, AVA/3. 1415926536D00 , 0. 281751
1,0. 511,137. 0371,0. 6025/
RAN(DSEED)=GGUBFS( DSEED)





ETA = . 5*(B21/B2)*(Z3/(.885*ALPHA))**2
1 -'"(1.13 + 3. 76*(Z/ALPHA)**2/B2)
FST = 2. *PI*RZERO**2 *Z*(Z+1) *B21/(B2*B2)
1 *(AVA/A)*SHD*RHO
Evaluation of the integral values:
HST = l.+ETA
AST = 1. /(HST+1. 0)
RARG = l./FST + l./(2. +ETA)
ARG = 1. /RARG
COSMAX = HST - ARG
BST = 1. /FST
Evaluation of Moliere constants:
IF (Z.EQ. 13.D00) CF=-5.2D00
IF (Z.EQ. 29.D00) CF=-5. 6D00
IF (Z.EQ. 79.D00) CF=-6. 2D00
4S







An alternate Jordan-Mack small angle approximation is done if
the value of the constant CI is less than one. This was done
because Moliere's iterative equation diverges when CI is less
than 1. 0.









446 TARG = 1. ODOO -DEXP( -PI*PI/THE2)
Again the multiplication factor is incorporated into the
distribution:
1000 SARG = 1.0D00 -TARG*RAN( IRAN)
THE = DSQRT(-THE2*DL0G(SARG))
STH = DSIN(THE)
REJECT = 1. ODOO
IF (THE.GT. l.E-6) REJECT=DSQRT( STH/THE)











1 NDAN1, NDAN2, NDAN3 , NDAN4 NDANM




















































4. MODEL4 (SMALL AND LARGE)
5. MODEL5 (MOLIERE)'
6. MODEL6 (LARGE ONLY)'







WRITE (70,44) RHOP, Z ,E ,NUMHIS ,NOPT

















NONE , NONE , NZERO , NZERO





WRITE (70,*) NTHR, NONE, NONE, NONE
WRITE (70/ (AS)') ' JORDAN'
NUMBIP=NUMBIN-1
WRITE (70,*) NUMB IP
WRITE (70,*)
IF (NUMBIN. LE. 0) GOTO 9999
READ (50,*) (DEG(I), 1=1, NUMBIN), DEG(NUMBIN+1)






IF (NOPT.EQ. 4) THEN
CALL ANGDT4 ( COM , SHD , E , RHO , Z , A
)
ELSE IF (NOPT.EQ. 5) THEN
CALL ANGDT5 ( COM , SHD , E , RHO , Z , A
ELSE IF (NOPT.EQ. 6) THEN
CALL ANGDT6 ( COM , SHD , E , RHO , Z , A)
ELSE IF (NOPT.EQ. 7) THEN
CALL ANGDT7(COM,SHD,E,RHO,Z,A)
END IF
DO 1020 1=1, NUMBIN









DO 2010 1=1, NUMBIN
IF (HIS(I). LE. 0. ) GOTO 2010
ERR=100. *SQRT( (XHIS-HIS( I ) ) /( (XHIS-1. )*HIS( I))
)
DEGREE=(DEG(I)+DEG(I+l))/2.





WRITE (70,*) DEGREE, HIS ( I ),NER
2010 CONTINUE
WRITE (70,*) DEGMIN, DEGREE
WRITE (70,*) NZERO,HMAX









SUBROUTINE ANGDT4 ( COM , SHD , E , RHO , Z , A
)
DOUBLE PRECISION COM, STH,CTH,SPH,CPH,ETA,FST,HST, AST,
1 B ST , XMP , P 1 , THE 2 , TARG , SARG , THE , ROT , PEXP , ALXMP , POFN




1 NDAN1, NDAN2, NDAN3, NDAN4 , NDANM
DIMENSION ROT(3,3),R(3,3),RX(3,3)
RANNO(DSEED)=GGUBFS(DSEED)
DATA PI, RZERO,EMZERO, ALPHA, AVA/3. 1415926536D00, 0. 281751





ETA = . 5*(B21/B2)*(Z3/(. 885*ALPHA))**2
1 *(1. 13 + 3. 76*(Z/ALPHA)**2/B2)
FST = 2. *PI*RZERO**2 *Z*(Z+1) *B21/(B2*B2)
1 *(AVA/A)*SHD*RHO
HST = l.+ETA
AST = 1. /(HST+1. 0)
RARG = 1. /FST + 1. /(2.+ETA)
ARG = 1. /RARG






IF (COSMAX. IT. 1. ) GOTO 10
NDAN2=NDAN2+1
COSMAX = 1.







BST = 1. /FST
PI = FST---(DLOG(ARG/ETA)-l. + ETA-RARG)
THE 2 = 2.*P1
TARG = 1. -DEXP( -PI--PI/THE2)




IF (THE.GT. l.E-6) REJECT=DSQRT( STH/THE)

















IF(POFN. LE. POFZ) GOTO 7777
NDAN4=NDAN4+1
POFN = POFN - POFZ
DO 2000 N=l,500





SPH = DSQRT(1. -CPH*CPH)


























XTON = XTON + ALXMP -ALOG(FLOAT(N)
)
POF = DEXP(PEXP+XTON)
POFN = POFN - POF .




SUBROUTINE ANGDT5(COM, SHD,E .RHO, Z ,A)
DOUBLE PRECISION COMjSTH.CTH^PH^PH^TA.FSTjHST, AST,
1 B ST, XMP, PI, THE 2, TARG,SARG, THE, ROT, PEXP, ALXMP, POFN
DOUBLE PRECISION R,RX,RF,RARG, ARG,COSMAX, POF , POFZ , XTON
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED, IRAN, CI ,C2 ,BK,B , REJECT
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DOUBLE PRECISION CF,C3 , Al , A2 , A3
DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHA, B2,Z
COMMON /VXRAN/ IRAN
COMMON /DANS/
1 NDAN1, NDAN2, NDAN3, NDAN4, NDANM
DATA PI, RZERO,EMZERO, ALPHA, AVA/3. 1415926536D00 ,0. 281751






ETA = . 5*(B21/B2)*(Z3/(.885*ALPHA))**2
1 *(1. 13 + 3. 76*(Z/ALPHA)**2/B2)
FST = 2. *PI*RZERO**2 *Z*(Z+1) *B21/(B2*B2)
1 *(AVA/A)*SHD*RHO
HST = l.+ETA
AST = 1. /(HST+1. 0)
RARG = 1. /FST + l./(2.+ETA)
ARG = 1. /RARG
COSMAX = HST - ARG
NDAN1=NDAN1+1


















446 TARG = 1. ODOO -DEXP( -PI*PI/THE2)
1000 SARG = l.ODOO -TARG*RANNO( IRAN)
THE = DSQRT(-THE2*DL0G(SARG))
STH = DSIN(THE)
REJECT = 1. ODOO
IF (THE.GT. l.E-6) REJECT=DSQRTC STH/THE)




SUBROUTINE ANGDT6( COM , SHD , E , RHO , Z , A)
DOUBLE PRECISION COM,STH,CTH,SPH ,CPH, ETA, FST, HST, AST,
1 B ST , XMP , P 1 , THE2 , TARG , SARG , THE , ROT , PEXP , ALXMP , POFN





1 NDAN1, NDAN2, NDAN3 , NDAN4 , NDANM
DIMENSION ROT(3,3),R(3,3),RXC3,3)









1 *(1. 13 + 3. 76*(Z/ALPHA)**2/B2)
FST = 2. *PI*RZERO**2 *Z*(Z+1) *B21/(B2*B2)
1 *(AVA/A)*SHD*RHO
HST = l.+ETA
AST = 1. /(HST+1. 0)
RARG = 1. /FST + l./(2.+ETA)
ARG = 1. /RARG
COSMAX = HST - ARG
NDAN1=NDAN1+1
144 IF (COSMAX. LT. 1. ) GOTO 10
NDAN2=NDAN2+1
COM =1.0
GOTO 7 7 77
10 XMP = 1.
NDAN3=NDAN3+1
BST = 1. /FST
COM=l.
STH=0.














IF(POFN. LE.POFZ) GOTO 7777
NDAN4=NDAN4+1





SPH = DSQRT(1. -CPH-CPH)



























XTON = XTON + ALXMP -ALOG(FLOAT(N)
)
POF = DEXP(PEXP+XTON)
POFN = POFN - POF
IF (POFN. LE. 0. ) GOTO 7777
2000 CONTINUE
77 7 7 RETURN
END
] -.'r -,VAAAAAAA "VA -.',-AAAA :';A -.'rAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA -.',-AAAAAAAAA "VAAAAAAAAAAAA >'.- -.'.- •;
SUBROUTINE ANGDT7 f COM , SHD ,E ,RHO , Z , A)
DOUBLE PRECISION COM, STH, CTH, SPH, CPH, ETA, FST.HST, AST,
1 BST,XMP,P1,THE2,TARG,SARG,THE,R0T,PEXP,ALXMP,P0FN




1 NDAN1, NDAN2, NDAN3, NDAN4 , NDANM
DIMENSION R0T(3,3) ,R(3,3) ,RX(3,3)
DATA PI, RZERO,EMZERO, ALPHA, AVA/3. 1415926536D00 , 0. 281751






ETA = . 5*(B21/B2)*(Z3/(. 885*ALPHA) )**2
1 *(1. 13 + 3. 7 6--'-(Z/ALPHA )•-•-••-2/ B2)
FST = 2. *PI*RZER0**2 *Z*(Z+1) *B21/(B2*B2)
1 *(AVA/A)*SHD*RHO
HST = l.+ETA
AST = 1. /(HST+1. 0)
RARG = 1. /FST + 1. /(2.+ETA)
ARG = 1. /RARG
COSMAX = HST - ARG
NDAN1=NDAN1+1
56
144 IF (COSMAX. LT. 1. ) GOTO 10
NDAN2=NDAN2+1
COSMAX =1.0





10 XMP = 1.
NDAN3=NDAN3+1
BST = 1. /FST
PI = FST*(DLOG(ARG/ETA)-l. + ETA*RARG)
THE2 = 2.*P1
TARG = 1. -DEXP(-PI*PI/THE2)




IF (THE. GT. l.E-6) REJECT=DSQRT(STH/THE)





APPENDIX E. LARGE AND SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING
DISTRIBUTIONS
Since the Jordan-Mack correction scheme decouples the multiple scattering into
large and small angle scattering, it seemed natural to plot the contribution of each sep-
arately. The FORTRAN program JORDAN was used to calculate the small and large
angle scattering distributions. JORDAN is only a number tally calculation and involves
only the columb scattering. Pair production, absorption, secondary production, and
other particle interactions are not calculated. For very thin foils these effects are minor.
The input parameters to JORDAN were for the case of the Hanson gold foil, (18.67 mg
cm-). The energy of the incident electrons was increased from 0.01 Mev to 10.0 Mev.
The number of histories was 100,000 for all JORDAN runs. Figures IS thru 2-1 show
the small angle distributions for this case. Figures 25 thru 34 show the large angle dis-
tributions. Note the large discontinuity in the small angle distributions are at 105 de-
grees. When the energy is greater than 0.5 MeV this discontinuity becomes very- minor.
..
Figure Small Angle Spectrum for 0.01 MeV: The input parameters were for





Figure 19. Small Angle Spectrum fur 0.1U MeV: The input parameters were the
same as Figure IS on pa»e 59 except the incident electron energy was
0.10 MeV.
bl)
Figure 20. Small Angle -Spectrum ior U.25 MeV: The input parameters were the
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Figure 21. Small Angle Sptctrum for 0.35 MeY: The input parameters were the
same as Figure IS on pace 59 except the incident electron enercv was
0.35 MeV.
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Figure 22. Small Angle Spectrum lor U.50 MeY: The input parameters were the




Fiyure 23. Small Angle Spectrum lor 1.0U MeV: The input parameters were trie






























Figure 2-4. Small Angle Spectrum for 10.0 MeY: The input parameters were the
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Figure 25. Large Angle Spectrum for U.U1 MeV: The input parameters were lor
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Figure 26. Large Angle Spectrum for U.02 MeV: The input parameters were the
same as Figure 25 on pase 60 except the incident electron enerav was
0.02 MeV.
67
Figure 27. Large Angle Spectrum ior U.U5 MeY: The inpui parameters were the
same as Figure 25 on page 66 except the incident electron energy was
0.05 MeY.
68
Figure 28. Large Angle Spectrum tor U.U7 i\IeY: The input parameters were the
same as Fieure 25 on pace 66 except the incident electron energy was
0.07 MeV.
69
Figure 29. Large Angle Spectrum lor 0.10 MeY: The input parameters were the




Figure 3U. Large Angle Spectrum for U.25 MeY: The input parameters were the
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Fiyuie 31. Larije Angle Spectrum lor U.35 MeV: The input parameters were the




Figure 32. Large Angle Spectrum for (J. 50 MeY: The input parameters were the
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Figure 33. Large Angle Spectrum for l.UU MeY: The input parameters were the






























Figure 3-4. Large Angle Spectrum for 1U.0 MeY: The input parameters were the
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